
 Call Sign May 1998 

 

Nash's Numbers        by Alan Nash (A95) 

You get double this month, firstly - 

Eurostar. Issue 15 of the Timetable, valid until 23/5/98 is very similar to my last issue, so 

from now and in the future I will only issue the whole time table if there is either a major 

change or I have nothing better to publish, so this months Eurostar update from the January 

Call Sign -  

Train  9007 - Arrival Time 09:09  - does not  now run on a Sunday. 

Train  9063 - Arrival Time 23:16  - now runs on Saturday as well as Friday & Sunday 

Train. 9095 - Arrival Time 16:43  - no longer runs (Ski-train, winter only). 

Fares Increase.  Now something closer to your heart, as you are all now aware, fares 

increased on 25th April 1998. It equates to an increase of approx. 4.5% on distance and 

5.7% on waiting time. Below is a table of fares against mileage. I have also included the 

fares for last year so that you can equate a new fare from either your diary lists or last 

August and December issues of Nash's Numbers, e.g. December issue City to Cheshunt = 

£29, look up last years £29 and the new fare is £30.40p. 

 
Miles Now Last Year  Miles Now Last Year  Miles Now Last Year 

1  £2.40  £2.40  21  £40.80  £39.00  41  £82.60  £79.00 

2  £3.80  £3.80  22  £42.80  £41.00  42  £84.60  £81.00 

3  £5.20  £5.00  23  £45.00  £43.00  43  £86.80  £83.00 

4  £6.60  £6.40  24  £47.00  £45.00  44  £88.80  £85.00 

5  £8.00  £7.80  25  £49.20  £47.00  45  £91.00  £87.00 

6  £9.40  £9.00  26  £51.20  £49.00  46  £93.00  £89.00 

7  £11.60  £11.00  27  £53.40  £51.00  47  £95.00  £91.00 

8  £13.60  £13.00  28  £55.40  £53.00  48  £97.20  £93.00 

9  £15.80  £15.00  29  £57.40  £55.00  49  £99.20  £95.00 

10  £17.80  £17.00  30  £59.60  £57.00  50  £101.40  £97.00 

11  £19.80  £19.00  31  £61.60  £59.00  60  £122.20  £117.00 

12  £22.00  £21.00  32  £63.80  £61.00  70  £143.20  £137.00 

13  £24.00  £23.00  33  £65.80  £63.00  80  £164.00  £157.00 

14  £26.20  £25.00  34  £68.00  £65.00  90  £185.00  £177.00 

15  £28.20  £27.00  35  £70.00  £67.00  100  £205.80  £197.00 

16  £30.40  £29.00  36  £72.20  £69.00  150  £310.20  £297.00 

17  £32.40  £31.00  37  £74.20  £71.00  200  £414.80  £396.80 

18  £34.60  £33.00  38  £76.20  £73.00  250  £519.20  £496.80 

19  £36.60  £35.00  39  £78.40  £75.00  300  £623.60  £596.80 

20  £38.60  £37.00  40  £80.40  £77.00  350  £728.00  £696.80 

 

Waiting time - Up to £ 9.40p on meter is at £14.11 per hour (approx. first 40 minutes) 

thereafter at £ 21.17 per hour. 

Look out for future updated lists. As normal any ideas, help, corrections, please leave me 

a message on my voice mail, 0181 506 1000 then enter mailbox 0195. 
 

 

YOU CAN RELY ON "CALL SIGN" FOR THE 

LATEST INFORMATION. 


